
 

 
 

Angel Brinks 
 
 

Angel you representing our underdog statuses inspired me to write this tribute. 
 
As you I'm thankful for the opportunities Shaunie O'Neal & Co., afforded you on Basketball Wives LA.  
The show amongst other things provides a presidential vehicle in discovering you. 
 
Angel, hopping right in I'm sure you'll concur acting on our visions and manifesting our dreams is not only 
breathtaking we inspire so many. 
 
As you know chasing and experiencing the elusion of both the highs and lows of notoriety and fame driving 
or riding shotgun humbles, molds, and defines character. Individually although we always fall short every 
day we aim to keep the better versions of ourselves in the best light. In this process, social media and the 
web has become a never-ending airline flight. 
 
Establishing and solidifying relations in the air be it business or love can mirror the corporate structure of 
an airline and some of its major components being flight attendants, pilots, and copilots. Regardless of our 
social media handles, websites, or our levels in life if the attendants, pilots, and copilots are not on one 
accord our desired levels preflight or inflight will be compromised. 
 
Angel as you know if there are cracks or holes in our aircrafts structure water or air will find its way through 
which can be detrimental to our flights ground level or at high altitudes of 30 thousand plus feet. 
 
The water or air in this analogy can be any form of disrespect, hating, malice, counterproductive games, 
misunderstandings, etc. 
 
Undoubtedly via our jet streams good and love will always flow, however when we fall or fail because of 
uncontrolled or unexpected situations how do we survive when good, love, material & superficial qualities, 
and all else fails? 
 
Can we maintain our still stance in the eye of the storm exhibiting the heart of a lion like my sister from 
another mother Angel Brinks? Can we recognize and embrace an unknown ingredient like Oyezzz if it 
caters to our rise? 
 
Angel, clearly I am a fan and business-wise I recognize your fashion expertise as a diamond in the ruff. 
So please allow me to briefly speak your fashion language. In 2017 research suggested online sales 
neighbored 453 billion. In 2018 online sales are already exceeding expectations. Analytically research also 
suggests apparel sales alone online will almost double that 453 billion dollar number to 713 billion by 2022. 
 
Angel with your ingredients I strongly believe our collective brands together can enjoy a few crumbs of that 
analytical pie. Besides our own motivations and fuels I know if we can dream it we can achieve it. 

 
 

So as I marinate 
 
 
 



 

 
 

 
Angel, I'm such a fan with a vision 

not to mention I'm guilty I'm into the superficial 
the day I'll stop thinking of Brinks and major paper 

is when I have no worries of financial poisons and billions of pistols – 
 

detained but free the thought of your expertise 
collaborating with Oyezzz is obscuring my vision 

what will it take to bring our partnership into fruition 
picture seven-plus figures after the government multiplications & divisions – 

 
the thought of Oyezzz apparel you are the conversation  

not some paparazzi shit or all the gossip 
speaking purely professional although unorthodox 
there is absolutely nothing that can alter my logic – 

 
in life regardless of the elusions 

we are all youthful, flawed, an imperfect topics 
but in the grand scheme of life our common goals 
are to monetize enjoying the fruits of our profits – 

 
that's why everywhere we look we see dirty diamonds 

glistening like coal by way of our earth pressures 
in fact, what's a sweet liquid secreted by various flowers 
and gathered by bees for honey the answer is nectar – 

 
Basketball Wives was a win-win for you, Jackie, 

Malaysia, and the girls even when the temperatures boiled 
just think of manure, the fermentation of grapes, and spoiled milk 
Oyezzz is the next phenomenon to arrive from lows and spoils – 

 
together we can better equip ourselves 

to deal with happy times, adversities, and life's alimonies 
you know that realm where pettiness and counterproductive games 

has no place graduating tax brackets and like testimonies – 
 

thinking of nanna's passion for sheer and fashion 
is intriguing cause we are all thin, fine, and transparent 

for me, I breathe our partnership regardless  
our itineraries we are the heir apparent – 

 
I'm such a fan of your resume 

loving the way you grinding how you grind 
little do you know the secret ingredients of Oyezzz 

will only metamorphosis the way you shine how you shine – 
 
 
 



 

 
 

 
I'm talking uncharted fruitful waters creating history 

graduating worries of checks and balances 
on a 2% doubled formula we will monetize inspiring homeless dreams 

of a billion+ followers like the Tyler Perrys & Tiffany Haddishs – 
 
Angel is a celebrity, fashion designer, and entrepreneur known for her glitzy leggings and for starring in the 
VH1 reality show, Basketball Wives LA. 
 
Growing up Brinks explored different forms of performing arts, including ballet and choir.  
She developed an interest in fashion from her nanna who used to sew clothes. 
 
Brinks officially started her fashion career in 2010. She began by creating glitzy leggings, combining 
sequins and velvet to come with expressive pieces. Her clothing line quickly grew to include matching sets, 
tops, and other bodysuits. Her clothing line has evolved into a well-known fashion brand. 
 
Miami's own female rapper Trina was the first celebrity Angel designed for. Since then Trina has become a 
regular client and is regularly seen in Brinks designer cloths helping to boost Brinks name in fashion and 
international celebrity circles. 
 
Today Brinks has a growing resume that includes celebrities such as Lil Kim, Amber Rose, Ashanti,  
K Michelle, Blac Chyna, and so many more known and unknown. 
 
Angel, for me it’s such an honor to say you are a true definition of open your eyes. 
 
For more on Angel, Google Angel Brinks. 
 
Written (10/08/18) by Clifton A. Jackson 
Your likes, follows, shares, repost of link, tags, and hashtags are sincerely appreciated. 


